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Wine & Cheese of New Zealand
Treasury Brisbane will take its hugely popular Wine & Cheese series to another level this Ekka eve,
with a world of culinary and wine delights from New Zealand to take over the entire ground floor
takeover of its iconic hotel building.
On Tuesday 13 August, guests will go on an indulgent journey through the ‘land of the long white
cloud’ with cheese tasting, wine sampling, live entertainment and craft beer.
Sample some of the greatest wines New Zealand has to offer, with a variety of white, red and sparking
varietals showcasing esteemed labels from across the Tasman Sea including Matua Valley,
Squealing Pig and Dog Point.
The evening will include a selection of cheese offerings spread across Treasury Hotel’s regal spaces
in addition to a range of delectable canapes showcasing New Zealand produce, Pan Head Craft Beer
and cocktails featuring 42 Below Vodka.
With live entertainment, lucky door prizes and much more, Treasury Brisbane’s Wine & Cheese of
New Zealand will be the ultimate way to celebrate the Ekka Public Holiday this August.
DOG POINT VIP ROOM
Guests can elevate their Wine & Cheese experience into the long white cloud with a VIP ticket to the
Dog Point Room in the stunning surrounds of The Lab.
Join Dog Point’s Chief Winemaker Matthew Sutherland for an unforgettable experience from a brand
famed for its Marlborough varietals, New Zealand’s most celebrated wine region.
Premium cheese and canapes cap this exclusive culinary experience.
WHEN
5:00pm – 8:00pm
Tuesday, 13 August 2019
WHERE
Treasury Hotel, entry via Queens Park
STARENTERTAIN ME NTGROUP.CO M.AU
T + 61 2 9657 7600
THE STAR ENTERTAIN ME NT GROUP LTD
ABN 85 149 629 023
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PRICE
Main Event - $59 per person
VIP Room - $110 per person
MORE INFORMATION
https://www.treasurybrisbane.com.au/whats-on/events/cheese-wine
ENDS
MEDIA CONTACT
Luke Gilpin
Public Relations Manager, The Star Entertainment Group +61 427 904 284
luke.gilpin@star.com.au
ABOUT TREASURY BRISBANE
Modern luxury meets old-world elegance at Treasury Brisbane. Featuring colonial cool that leaves
ordinary at the door, Treasury Brisbane has rarely stood still since opening its doors in 1995.
Opulent European grandeur comes in spades at Treasury Brisbane, where every space is both
unique in architectural design and unrivalled in atmosphere.
Featuring 125 unique rooms of unmatched splendor with all the modern facilities of a five-star hotel,
Treasury Hotel is unparalleled luxury right in the heart of Brisbane's CBD.
Still basking in the glow of its recent first birthday celebrations, Black Hide by Gambaro at Treasury
Brisbane offers a luxurious feast for the senses with one of the most extensive selections of worldclass Australian Wagyu and Angus steak cuts in the country.
Reinterpreting traditional family recipes through fresh Australian produce has been a winning recipe
for Vietnamese celebrity chef Luke Nguyen, whose Asian-fusion dining hall Fat Noodle is one of
Treasury Brisbane's most thrilling dining experiences.
The old-world opulence of a five-star hotel; the tantalising taste of unique restaurants; the glamour
of exclusive culinary and fashion events. Treasury Brisbane offers so many reasons to explore its
iconic buildings.
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